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BLUE 22V LITHIUM
Model: 2722/00
Code: 00P272200AR0
EAN: 8003705119253

The new 22 V Lithium cordless electric broom by Ariete has been designed to perfectly vacuum any
surface of the house at any time, identifying even the most hidden dirt, thanks to the motorised brush
with LED lights. The 2 in 1 technology allows you, in no time at all, to transform the electric broom into
a practical and easy to use handheld vacuum cleaner, allowing you to clean the whole house quickly and
comfortably. Thanks to the 3 levels of filtering, the 22 V Lithium cordless electric broom vacuums dirt
from the whole house, effectively dealing with even the finest residues and releasing cleaner, filtered air.
Moreover, you can empty the tank directly into the bin with a simple click, avoiding dispersing dust and
dirt in the air.
The 22 V Lithium comes complete with a comprehensive accessories kit including: Fabric accessory,
effective for reviving and vacuuming sofas and armchairs. Crevice tool to reach the most hidden corners.
Wall mount that allows you to conveniently store the cordless electric broom and always have it at hand to
use it when you need it most.

Product specifications
Voltage

22.2V

Power

120W

Battery

Li-ion / Li-ion 2200 mAH

Triple filtration

metal filter, fabric filter, Hepa filter

Tank capacity

1L

Speed

2

Cleaning cycle duration

45 '(Min) -20' (Max)

Charging time

4h
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Battery level LED indicator

✔

Motorized brush with LED lights

✔

Fabric accessory

✔

Spout slots

✔

Aluminum tube

✔

Wall support with integrated accessory holder

✔

Product length

26.00 cm

Product width

18.00 cm

Product height

105.00 cm

Product weight

2.57 Kg

Box weight

3.68 Kg

Master weight

16.18 Kg

Master pieces

4

Pallet pieces

48

Container pieces

1852

40H Container pieces

2160
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